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ABSTRACT: Bifunctional or amphoteric photoacids simultaneously present donor
(acidic) and acceptor (basic) properties making them useful tools to analyze proton
transfer reactions. In protic solvents, the proton exchange between the acid and the
base is controlled by the acidity or basicity strength and typically occurs on two
different pathways known as protolysis and hydrolysis. We report here how the
addition of a formate base will alter the relative importance of the possible reaction
pathways of the bifunctional photoacid 7-hydroxyquinoline (7HQ), which has been
recently understood to predominantly involve a hydroxide/methoxide transport
mechanism between the basic proton-accepting quinoline nitrogen site toward the
proton-donating OH group with a time constant of 360 ps in deuterated methanol
(CD3OD). We follow the reaction dynamics by probing the IR-active marker modes
of the different charged forms of photoexcited 7HQ, and of formic acid (HCOOD) in
CD3OD solution. A comparison of the transient IR spectra as a function of formate
concentration, and classical molecular dynamics simulations enables us to identify
distinct contributions of “tight” (meaning “contact”) and “loose” (i.e., “solvent-separated”) 7HQ−formate reaction pairs in our data.
Our results suggest that depending on the orientation of the OH group with respect to the quinoline aromatic ring system, the
presence of the formate molecule in a proton relay pathway facilitates a net proton transfer from the proton-donating OH group of
7HQ-N* via the methanol/formate bridge toward the quinoline N site.

1. INTRODUCTION

Proton transport is at the heart of many energy conversion
processes ranging from light harvesting1−5 to hydrogen fuel
cells.6−8 The underlying microscopic mechanisms for proton
transport have been intensively studied in the last decades.9−17

Here the elementary steps of proton transfer, both in the bulk
solvent and from proton-donating acids to the solvent and
from the solvent to proton-accepting bases have been a major
focus in experimental and theoretical research efforts. From ab
initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations it has become
clear that the transfer of an excess proton involves ultrafast
hydrogen bond rearrangements of, in particular, the first
hydration shell water molecules around a hydrated proton
complex, strongly governing the time scales for excess proton
transport in bulk water, known as the von Grotthuss
mechanism.9−11,13,18,19 In a similar fashion hydroxide trans-
port, which involves the translocation of a proton vacancy
(“proton hole”), is determined by consecutive ultrafast
hydrogen bond rearrangements, albeit significant differences
in the nature and number of hydration shell hydrogen bond
interactions have been noted.12,15,17,20 In contrast to proton
transport in bulk water, solvent mediated proton transport
between acids and bases enables one to explore the transport
mechanisms with well-defined start and end points.12,21,22 With

such molecular systems questions on the directionality of
proton transport pathways can be better explored.
Photoacids and photobases, molecular systems that

respectively exhibit a profound increase in acidity or
basicity,23,24 are ideal molecular tools to study proton transport
dynamics on ultrafast time scales using short pulse laser
systems.25,26 Proton dissociation to or proton abstraction from
water and alcohol solvents27−34 and photoacid−base neutral-
ization reactions35−40 have been investigated with picosecond
time-correlated single photon counting, femtosecond UV−vis
and UV−IR pump−probe techniques. A special class are so-
called bifunctional photoacids and photobases,41−46 where
proton-donating and -accepting sites are part of the same
molecular system, with a well-defined number of solvent
molecules constituting the proton transport pathway between
donating and accepting sites. In a recent study45,47,48 we have
used 7-hydroxyquinoline (7HQ; see Figure 1a), which is both
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a photoacid and a photobase through its hydroxyl proton-
donating and quinoline nitrogen proton-accepting function-
alities, to explore the proton transport pathways in water/
methanol mixtures. We have found that proton abstraction by
the quinoline nitrogen is the rate-determining step (N* →
C*), followed by hydroxide/methoxide transfer toward the
hydroxyl proton-donating site, completing the proton transport
(through the C* → Z* step). Hence proton vacancy transport
prevails in the scheme of possible proton transport pathways, a
mere consequence of proton abstraction from the solvent by
the quinoline nitrogen being faster than proton donation to the
solvent by the hydroxyl group, as the subsequent proton
transfer steps through the solvent bridge are much faster and
cannot affect the overall outcome of the proton transport
dynamics.
The objective of the current report is to investigate whether

the addition of a base would accelerate the proton donation
from the hydroxyl group of 7HQ (leading to the N* → A*
step) in such a way that a quantitative steering of the proton
transport dynamics from proton vacancy to excess proton
transfer is possible, and with this a switch is made from the
hydrolysis/methanolysis pathway II to the protolysis pathway I
as the dominant proton transport mechanism. For this, we
build on previous achievements obtained on and conclusions

drawn from photoacid−carboxylate neutralization studies.35−40

We investigate here the proton transfer dynamics of 7HQ
reacting with cesium formate in methanol by use of
femtosecond UV−IR pump−probe spectroscopy. Previous
studies have estimated the change in acidity for the hydroxyl
group of 7HQ upon photoexcitation of 7HQ-N→ 7HQ-N* to
be ΔpKa = pKa* − pKa = 0.4−8.67 = −8.3 in H2O
solution.41,42,47 We have estimated this change to ΔpKa =
pKa* − pKa = 4.1−13.02 = −8.9 in CH3OH solution, and
ΔpKa = pKa* − pKa = 4.6−13.5 = −8.9 in CD3OD solution,
respectively (see also the Supporting Information).48 Realizing
that the acidity of formic acid (HCOOH/HCOOD) is pKa =
3.75 in H2O solution, and 8.77 in CH3OH (9.3 in CD3OD), a
net proton/deuteron transfer between the hydroxyl group of
7HQ and formate is anticipated in a similar fashion as for
HPTS-acetate neutralization experiments. Using (sub)molar
concentration of formate, we show that a major fraction of
photoexcited 7HQ indeed follows the excess proton transfer
route, albeit with a smaller amount of formic acid being able to
further mediate the proton transfer enabling the 7HQ A* →
Z* conversion. To assess possible spatial distribution functions
of the ions around 7HQ we present results from classical
molecular dynamics simulations. A preferential location of
formate near the OH group of 7HQ implies the observed
ultrafast proton transfer dynamics of 7HQ occurs predom-
inantly toward formate. Relative orientations of the O−H bond
vector with respect to the quinoline aromatic ring system
determine subsequent proton transfer steps (Figure 1b). We
explore the possibilities of subsequent proton transfer into the
solvent or toward the quinoline N site.

2. METHODS
2.1. Materials. 7-Hydroxyquinoline (7HQ, 99% purity,

ACROS Organics) and cesium formate (HCOO−Cs+, 98%
purity, Alfa Aesar) were used without further purification.
Solutions of 7HQ and cesium formate dissolved in deuterated
methanol (CD3OD, >99.8 purity, Deutero GmbH) were
prepared for our studies.

2.2. Steady-State Absorption and Emission Measure-
ments. We recorded UV−vis absorption spectra with a
resolution of 1 nm by a PerkinElmer LAMBDA 950 UV/vis
spectrophotometer and IR absorption spectra with a resolution
of 2 cm−1 by a Bruker Vertex 80v FT-IR spectrometer. We
measured fluorescence emission spectra with a Horiba
Scientific Fluorolog-3 FL-1039/40 spectrofluorometer. We
set the concentration of 7HQ to a value of 50 mM in methanol
for both linear UV−vis and IR absorption measurements. We
used a Harrick Cell equipped with a 56 μm thick Teflon spacer
to measure our liquid solutions. For the fluorescence emission
measurements we used a 10 mm quartz cuvette, for which we
varied the concentrations of 7HQ to values as low as 1 mM to
suppress reabsorption of the fluorescence emission. We
selected HCOO−Cs+ as the proton acceptor because of its
sufficient basicity and high solubility of up to 8.5 mol/L in
methanol at room temperature.

2.3. Femtosecond UV/IR Pump−Probe Spectroscopic
Measurements. We used a Spectra Physics Ti:sapphire
amplified laser system consisting of a Tsunami Ti:sapphire
oscillator and a Spitfire Pro regenerative and booster amplifier
stages to generate compressed laser pulses with 5 mJ energy at
a repetition rate of 1 kHz, centered at 800 nm with a duration
of about 55 fs. We directed the compressed pulses through by
a beam splitter, after which we used 2.4 mJ of pulse pump

Figure 1. (a) Proton transfer pathways of 7HQ in methanol with
formate anion as additional reaction partner. Formate only plays a
direct role in the acid−base chemistry of 7HQ, acting as an alternative
carrier for proton transport in the excess proton transfer pathway I,
whereas the proton vacancy transfer pathway II will predominantly
not involve a direct participation of formate anions. (b) Examples of
“tight” contact and “loose” solvent-separated acid−base reaction pairs
of trans-7HQ or cis-7HQ with formate anion.
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energy as input in a commercial optical parametric amplifier
(TOPAS from Light Conversion) to generate the UV pump
pulses and 1.3 mJ of pulse pump energy as input into a double-
pass home-built optical parametric amplifier generating the
tunable mid-IR probe pulses. The TOPAS enabled UV pulse
generation centered at a 330 nm carrier wavelength, with a 55
fs pulse duration through sum-frequency generation by taking
the fourth harmonic of the signal pulse created in a nonlinear 4
mm thick barium borate (BBO) crystal. The mid-IR pulses,
with 150−200 fs duration, were tuned to central wavelengths
ranging from 5.7 to 7.5 μm by a difference frequency
generation GaSe crystal of 1 mm thickness. We measured
the beam spatial profiles of both UV-pump and mid-IR-probe
beams by the knife-edge technique, to ascertain that the
diameter of the UV beam (around 170−200 μm in the focal
point of mid-IR pulse) was larger than mid-IR beam diameter
(around 120−150 μm in the focal point) so we homoge-
neously excited our samples. In order to avoid multiphoton
and cross-phase modulation signal contributions from the
solvent and/or from the sample cell windows, we also
stretched the UV pulses in time, from 55 fs to around 150−
200 fs, by a 3 cm long fused silica cell filled with water placed
in the pulse beam pathway. We arranged for mid-IR probe and
reference beams by sending the mid-IR pulses through a ZnSe
wedge (with a 0.5° angle between front and back sides). After
the spatial overlap of the pump and probe pulses was
established in the sample, the time delay was then varied by
a delay stage (Physik Instrumente 12 in. scanning range, 0.4
μm shortest step range) controlled by Lab View software. By
spectrally dispersing the IR beams in a Jobin Yvon
polychromator, we recorded absorbance changes in our
samples with a double-array (2 × 64 pixels) HgCdTe infrared
detector (IR Associates). We determined the time resolution
of the pump−probe experiments by means of cross-correlation
measurements in a thin ZnSe window to be around 350−400
fs. We refer to further details of our experimental setup
reported elsewhere.40,47

We examine here the ultrafast proton transfer dynamics of
the molecules. With the UV-pump mid-IR-probe geometry,
our femtosecond lasers provided snapshots of the time-
resolved kinetic profiles. We photoexcited 7HQ with a 150−
200 fs long pump pulse tuned at 330 nm, i.e., the maximum
absorption peak of the S0 → S1 transition of 7HQ in its neutral
tautomer 7HQ-N. After electronic excitation by the UV-pump
pulse, we followed the progress of 7HQ−formate reaction
kinetics by following the absorbance changes of IR-active
marker modes of the different charged states of photoexcited
7HQ and of deuterated formic acid HCOOD with a mid-IR
probe pulse. Since the rotational diffusion motions occur on
time scales of hundreds of picoseconds, similar to those of the
proton transfer dynamics in this study, we performed the
measurements under magic-angle geometry between our
linearly polarized pump and probe pulses. We used a zero-
order half wave-plate to rotate the polarization of the pump
pulse to 54.7° with respect to the probe pulse.
To prevent sample damage, we used a peristaltic pump to

guarantee a continuous replenishment of the solutions with an
average speed of 0.9 mL/second through the Harrick Cell
consisting of two CaF2 windows with a diameter of 25.4 mm, 1
mm thickness each and, separated by a Teflon spacer with 56
μm thickness. We checked for any sample changes before and
after time-resolved measurements by recording FT-IR spectra.

All measurements were performed at room temperature
conditions (22 ± 0.5 °C).

2.4. Computational Details: Force-Field Molecular
Dynamics Simulations. Five force-field molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of one 7HQ molecule solvated in 494
methanol (CH3OH) molecules and cesium formate
(HCOO−Cs+) ion pairs, corresponding to values in Table 1,

have been performed by the LAMMPS program package.49

The initial configurations were prepared by PACKMOL.50 For
methanol and the Cs+ ions, the OPLS-AA (Optimized
Potentials for Liquid Simulations all-atom) force-field51 was
used whereas, for 7HQ and the HCOO− ions, all-bonded
interactions and Lennard-Jones parameters were adapted from
OPLS-AA. The partial charges were obtained from quantum
mechanical calculations using the restrained electrostatic
potential (RESP) methodology.52 All charges in the system
were scaled down by a factor of 0.8 to account for screening
effects.53 The simulation step was set to 0.5 fs in all cases.
Neither bonds nor angles were constrained. Lennard-Jones
interactions and short-range Coulomb interactions were
computed up to a cutoff distance of 0.8 nm. Long-range
Coulomb interactions were computed by using the particle−
particle-particle-mesh approach as implemented in LAMMPS.
In order to equilibrate the system most efficiently regarding

particle density and molar distribution, we have applied an
equilibration protocol with multiple consecutive steps, prior to
starting the production run. The velocities were initialized to
500 K according to the Maxwell−Boltzmann distribution. After
an initial equilibration run in the NVT ensemble for 25 ps with
temperature rescaling, the temperature was reduced to 300 K
during a 100 ps run, in which the temperature was controlled
by a Nose−́Hoover chain thermostat54−56 using a coupling
constant of 100 fs. The next step was to change the ensemble
from NVT to NpT. The pressure was controlled by a Nose−́
Hoover barostat with a coupling constant of 2 ps. After an NpT
run of 100 ps, a Langevin dynamics run of 2 ns followed to
damp acoustic shock waves that resulted from the system size
change. Subsequently, an NpT run of 5 ns was computed and
the system density was averaged over the simulation. In
another step, the ensemble was switched back to NVT and the
simulation cell was resized to match the average density from
the NpT run before. After another Langevin dynamics run for 1
ns, a last equilibration of 1 ns followed. In the last step, a
production run of 85 ns was performed.
All trajectory analyses were performed by the TRAVIS

program package.57,58 The radial distribution functions
(RDFs) plots in figures were created with Xmgrace while the
combined distribution functions plots (CDFs) were created by
Gnuplot. The molecules and spatial distribution functions
(SDFs) were provided by VMD59 and Tachyon.60

Table 1. Parameters Used for the Simulated Systems
Including: Concentration of HCOO−Cs+, number of
HCOO−Cs+ Ion Pairs, Simulation Box Lengths, and
Simulation Box Densities

concn [M] no. of ion pairs box lengths [Å] final box densities [g/mL]

0.0 0 33.10 0.73
0.5 10 33.43 0.79
1.0 20 33.77 0.84
2.0 40 34.46 0.94
4.0 80 35.80 1.09
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3. RESULTS
3.1. Steady-State Spectroscopy Results. We first

investigate the acid−base equilibria with 7HQ and
HCOO−Cs+ in methanol solutions by means of electronic
absorption and fluorescence emission measurements. It was
shown that in aqueous solution, a significant fraction of the
neutral 7HQ conformer N converts into its zwitterion
tautomer Z in the ground state.42,48 In protic alcohol solvents
like methanol, this conversion is less likely to happen due to a
lower solvent polarity and changes in hydrogen bonding
interactions between the chromophore and the solvent. We
selected HCOO−Cs+ as the proton acceptor because of its
moderate basicity and high solubility of 8.5 mol/L (M) in
methanol at ambient temperature. Figure 2 shows the UV−vis

spectra of 7HQ in CD3OD (defined as stock solution)
compared to 7HQ solutions with a progressive increase of the
HCOO−Cs+ concentration as well as the normalized
fluorescence emission of the N*, A*, and Z* species of
7HQ. For the stock solution, the absorption peak maximum is
located at 330 nm and gets slightly red-shifted by 2 nm for a 4
M concentration of HCOO−Cs+. The absorption band at 330
nm has been assigned to the N → N* excitation of 7HQ and
has a π → π* character.61 An additional change we observe in
our UV absorption spectra is the reduction of the optical
density by approximately 15% for the 7HQ solution with 4 M
HCOO−Cs+ compared to the stock solution. This decrease in
absorption is merely a volume change effect, by adding
HCOO−Cs+ at high molar concentration to a methanol
solution. For this high concentration of salts or acids, one
would anticipate to observe the absorption bands of the A*
(maximum at 367 nm) or C* (maximum at 355 nm) charged
forms of 7HQ, as observed and calculated by Hoffmann et al.
in methanol solutions when strong bases or acids such as
NaOH or H2SO4

47 had been added. Moreover, we have not
observed the appearance of the absorption band of the Z*
tautomer, which is expected to appear around 400 nm, as
reported by Bardez42 in an aqueous environment and also by

Ekimova et al. in water−methanol solvent mixtures.48 As a
quantitative formation of the 7HQ A, C, or Z species is not
apparent even for HCOO−Cs+ concentrations as high as 4 M,
we conclude that the N species dominates for 7HQ in the S0
state. This allows us to fully explore the photophysics of 7HQ
as a function of base concentration when performing time-
resolved UV/IR pump−probe measurements.
The excitation of 7HQ in solution at 330 nm leads to a dual

fluorescence emission of the N* and Z* species with emission
band maxima at 382 and 520 nm, respectively (see Figure
3a,b), in accordance to previous observations of Park et al. in
methanol solution.62 These observations clearly show that an
equilibration occurs between the 7HQ N* and Z* species,
characterized by an efficient excited-state proton transfer
between these two tautomers of 7HQ in the S1 state in protic
solvent media. Now, by adding up to 4 M HCOO−Cs+ to the
7HQ solution, two major changes occur: a decrease of N*
emission to zero, a persistence of Z* emission without a
significant intensity change, and a major increase of an
emission band strongly overlapping with but clearly located at
lower wavelengths from the Z* emission band. Lee and Jang
observed a peak at 480 nm in aqueous solutions with 7HQ,
and they attributed it to the fluorescence emission of A*
species.63 Hoffmann et al. have attributed an emission band
located at 470 nm by direct excitation of the 7HQ anionic A
species to its A* fluorescence transition, even though the
overall emission is dominated by the Z* tautomer.47 We notice
that fluorescence emission of Z* species prevails for low
concentrations of HCOO−Cs+ while the fluorescence emission
of A* species becomes the dominant contribution when
increasing the HCOO−Cs+ concentration to 4 M. Our results
clearly show a shift in equilibrium between the N*, A*, and Z*
species of 7HQ in the electronic excited state, with the A*
contribution becoming the dominant one at high base
concentrations. To further disentangle the spectrally over-
lapping but distinct A* and Z* emission bands, we have
applied second derivative calculations on the measured
fluorescence emission spectra.64 We used the “differentiate
function” in Origin to convert the raw fluorescence spectra into
their second derivatives. As for the first step, we transformed
the raw spectra into their first derivatives to find possible
detectable peaks and the corresponding residuals coming out
from this calculation. The values with their reciprocal residuals
that increased above the threshold of the second-order
residuals were considered as hidden peaks. Then, we calculated
the second derivative of the raw fluorescence spectra to
enhance even further the small contributions of these hidden
peaks, thus increasing the possibility to detect the contribu-
tions coming from different molecular species (of 7HQ, in this
case). The decomposed spectral contributions d2F/dλ2 are
shown in Figure 3c and involve the second-order derivative of
raw fluorescence (F) as a function of detection wavelength λ.
The two resulting negative peaks can be assigned to the
fluorescence bands of N*, A*, and Z*, with emission maxima
located at 370, 462, and 520 nm, respectively. Further, we
notice that the second derivative spectra indicate that the
spectral shape and location of the fluorescence bands of the
neutral N* and Z* tautomers are not significantly affected
upon an increase of the HCOO−Cs+ concentration. In
contrast, the second derivative spectra show a spectral shift
of the A* species emission band. This may be an indication of
a larger interaction between the 7HQ-A* anion with the
charged ions of HCOO−Cs+, which we tentatively ascribe to

Figure 2. UV−vis electronic absorption spectra of a 50 mM 7HQ
solution in CD3OD as a function of the HCOO−Cs+ concentration.
7HQ remains predominantly in its N tautomer form. The absorbance
decrease upon increasing HCOO−Cs+ concentration is caused by a
density effect at molar base concentrations.
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Coulomb interactions between the positive and negative
charges between the ions. We also plotted in Figure 3d the
ratio of the fluorescence emission of 7HQ in methanol without
HCOO−Cs+ F0 to that of 7HQ solutions Fn with increasing
HCOO−Cs+ concentration n and observed a logarithmic
behavior. We used the logarithmic transform calibration
function Log3P1 from Origin to convert the skweded data
into a normal distribution.
3.2. Femtosecond UV/IR Pump−Probe Results on

7HQ and Formate Solutions. We have explored the proton
transfer dynamics of 7HQ in deuterated methanol (CD3OD)
with different amounts of HCOO−Cs+ by monitoring the IR-
active vibrational marker modes of the different charged
species of 7HQ in the first electronic excited state and of
formic acid by use of ultrafast UV/IR pump−probe spectros-
copy. For this, we have investigated the spectral regions
between 1400−1550 cm−1, with which we are able to measure
the kinetics of the N*, Z*, and A* through the respective
fingerprint modes,47,48 and between 1640 and 1760 cm−1,
where the formation kinetics of HCOOD can be determined
by its CO stretching mode. Figure 4 shows the comparative
overview of the transient UV/IR spectra obtained for different
HCOO−Cs+ concentrations at designated pulse delay times for
the two spectral regions. Here we assign the transient IR
marker bands as reported previously.47,48

Figure 4 shows the kinetics of 7HQ in CD3OD, where the
deuteron transfer dynamics of N* is indicated by the decay of
its marker band at 1473 cm−1 with a time constant of 360 ps.
This is correlated with the rise of the Z* tautomer, as shown by
the 1437 and 1529 cm−1 bands, whereas the C* cationic form
is not apparent in the transient UV/IR spectra, due to a lack of
a significant transient population buildup of C* in the N* →
C* → Z* pathway.47,48 Increasing the HCOO−Cs+ concen-
tration leads to the following observations: (a) The initial

signal strength of the 1473 cm−1 band of N* decreases with
increasing base concentration, within time resolution of the

Figure 3. (a) Measured fluorescence emission spectra (excitation with 330 nm) for 1 mM 7HQ solution in CD3OD solvent with an increasing
concentration of HCOO−Cs+ as indicated in the plot. (b) Fluorescence spectra normalized to their maximum intensity value. (c) Corresponding
second derivative spectra showing the relevant peaks. (d) Ratio between the fluorescence of 7HQ stock solution, without HCOO−Cs+ (F0) to the
fluorescence emission of 7HQ in the presence of HCOO−Cs+ (Fn) as a function of base concentration n. Log3P1 is a logarithmic transform
calibration function of the form y = a − b × ln(x + c), with derived values for the coefficients a = 57.8 ± 2.26, b = 29.8 ± 1.72, and, c = 0.26 ± 0.05.

Figure 4. Comparison of the transient UV/IR pump−probe spectra
monitoring the fingerprint modes of the N*, A*, and Z* species of
photoexcited 7HQ, and of formic acid HCOOD, in CD3OD solution
as a function of HCOO−Cs+ concentration, at particular pulse delay
times. The stock solution had been prepared with 50 mM 7HQ in
CD3OD. The lowest panel shows the steady-state FT-IR spectra of
7HQ, HCOOD, and HCOO−Cs+ in CD3OD.
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experiment (∼0.4 ps). (b) A new band located at 1435 cm−1,
also appearing within time resolution, gets more intense with
increasing base concentration. (c) Subsequent changes in the
transient UV/IR spectra at longer pulse delay show a more
complete diminishing of the N* marker band at 1473 cm−1

and a less strong appearance of marker bands at 1438 and 1529
cm−1 indicative of Z* (but a small band at 1490 cm−1 that can
also be assigned to Z* is more apparent at long pulse delay
times, for the higher base concentration cases). (d) Instead, for
the higher base concentrations of 2−4 M, the marker band
initially appearing at 1435 cm−1 appears to show on a time
scale of several picoseconds a frequency downshift to 1430
cm−1. This marker band can be assigned to the A* anionic
charged form of 7HQ. (e) An appearance of a 53 cm−1 (fwhm)
broad band centered at 1700 cm−1, located in the CO
stretching spectral region, indicative of the formation of formic
acid HCOOD within time resolution, is observed at high base
concentration. (f) At larger pulse delay, an additional
frequency upshifted band at 1736 cm−1 appears on picosecond
time scales but decreases strongly at subnanosecond pulse
delay times for the highest base concentrations used (see also
Figure 5), whereas a band located around 1700 cm−1 remains

persistent as long as 1 ns (the maximum scanning range of our
pulse delay stage). As already hinted at with the markedly
different fluorescence emission characteristics of 7HQ upon
increased HCOO−Cs+ concentration, we conclude that the
observations from our femtosecond UV/IR pump−probe
measurements confirm that the proton transfer dynamics of
7HQ in CD3OD can be steered away from the N* → C* →
Z* pathway47,48 when molar concentrations of HCOO−Cs+

are present in solution. The observation of both A* and
HCOOD species generated at (sub)picosecond pulse delay
times suggest a quantitative change where 7HQ follows the N*
→ A* reaction path. The question now is whether further
reaction dynamics occur after this first step, for instance,
whether the conversion of A* → Z* is a significant event
under the sample conditions investigated here.
Further insight into possible distinct reaction pathways taken

by 7HQ when HCOO−Cs+ is added to the CD3OD solution is

provided when we inspect the time dependence of the
femtosecond UV/IR pump−probe signals at the marker
mode frequencies. Figure 6a shows the temporal behavior of
the marker modes indicative of the 7HQ N* and Z*
tautomers, at 1473 and 1437 cm−1, respectively. Whereas the
decay of N* appears to increase its rate with a single
exponential decay time constant of 370 ps without base to 5−
50 ps (using biexponential fits) for the highest formate
concentration measured Figures 6b−e, the rise of Z* continues
to show a long rise time even increasing from ∼370 ± 30 to
540 ± 60 ps, albeit the relative magnitude of Z* contributing
to transient absorbance changes diminishes with respect to that
of the A* anion species, which has its marker band at 1430
cm−1 at large pulse delay times. While a marker band of Z* at
1490 cm−1 only becomes clearly observable at large pulse delay
times of hundreds of picoseconds (at early pulse delay times
spectral overlap with the large N* marker mode dictates the
transient UV/IR pump−probe signals), its slow rise with a
time constant of ∼550−650 ps is in close resemblance to the
decay of the high-frequency component of the CO
stretching band of HCOOD, which in itself appears on a
time scale of ∼10−15 ps for the highest base concentration
(Figures 6f−j).
These results hint at the complexity of the three-species

reaction dynamics, where 7HQ, formate/formic acid, and
methanol, in principle are all involved in acid−base chemistry,
with 7HQ having two sites, the proton-donating hydroxyl
group and the proton-accepting quinoline N site. The relative
importance of the possible reaction pathways and microscopic
proton transfer steps can change upon the variation of the
relative concentrations of the reactive species. To obtain
further insight into this, we now investigate possible
preferences of relative positions of the formate anions, cesium
cations, and methanol solvent molecules around 7HQ.

3.3. Molecular Arrangements around 7HQ. The force-
field molecular dynamics simulations have provided us
additional information about the spatial distribution function
of methanol (MeOH) and cesium formate (HCOO−Cs+) in
the vicinity of 7HQ. First, the spatial distribution functions
(SDFs) have been calculated and are shown in Figure 7. The
SDFs indicate the probability of finding different particles at a
certain position in space around a fixed reference system.
Looking at Figure 7a,b, we can observe where the formate and
cesium ions are found with the highest probabilities. The
formate anion, HCOO− (blue isosurface), mainly appears near
the hydrogen of the hydroxyl group of 7HQ (7HQ-OH) in a
double layer that represents the two oxygen atoms of formate.
Observing this double layer twice, we conclude that the 7HQ-
OH hydrogen is preferentially oriented in the plane of the
aromatic ring system of 7HQ. The space between those layers
shows a high probability of finding the cesium cation (Cs+),
represented by the red isosurface. There is a high probability of
finding the Cs+ near the nitrogen atom of 7HQ (N-site) that is
partially negatively charged and can interact with Cs+. Figure
7c,d shows that the hydroxyl group of MeOH is found near the
7HQ-OH group with the highest probability as well. Due to
the two preferred positions of 7HQ-OH, either as trans-7HQ
(Figure 7a,c) or cis-7HQ (Fogure 7b,d), the Me−OH
molecule can also interact in two distinct ways with 7HQ-
OH. Observing that there is a high probability for both
HCOO− and −OH of MeOH to interact with 7HQ-OH, we
can conclude that both oxygens of HCOO− and of MeOH are

Figure 5. Blow-up of the CO stretching region, showing
components emerging within time resolution, early time contributions
appearing on a time scale of 15−50 ps, and long time scale
disappearance of the high-frequency component on a time scale of
500−600 ps.
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readily available as acceptor sites for the acidic proton of the
photoexcited 7HQ.
For a more quantitative analysis of the preferred binding

directions of the three components of the solvent around the
solute, we have projected the distribution functions on the
molecular plane of 7HQ. Figure 8 shows the average particle
density of MeOH (Figure 8a,b), of the HCOO− anion (Figure
8c,d), and of the Cs+ cation (Figure 8e,f) at a given position
relative to the uniform density where the average particle
density is depicted by the color scale of the plots. Here, we
examine a plane projection of the simulation cell defined by the
7HQ ring plane. Values below 1 indicate a depletion of the
molecule while values larger than 1 indicate that the molecule
is more often found at a specific rather than at an arbitrary
position. In Figure 8a,b it can be seen that the highest particle

density of MeOH is close to that of 7HQ-OH and that MeOH
interacts with 7HQ at this position with its oxygen atom since
on average the −OH group of MeOH points away from 7HQ.
However, between those two maxima, the −OH group of
MeOH is orientated in the opposite direction. Considering the
environment of the N atom of 7HQ, another weak interaction
with MeOH can be observed where the −OH of MeOH points
on average to the 7HQ molecule. Figure 8c,d shows the
orientation of the HCOO− anion around 7HQ. The highest
average particle density is found next to the 7HQ-OH group as
well. The HCOO− anion points with its oxygen atoms to the
7HQ molecule. However, we find another maximum of the
average particle density between the lipophilic hydrogen atoms
of the opposite side of 7HQ and the HCOO− anion. This
indicates a weak solvation layer of HCOO− anions around the
lipophilic parts of 7HQ where the HCOO− points with its
hydrogen atoms toward the 7HQ molecule. Then, the average
particle density of Cs+ cations around 7HQ is illustrated in
Figure 8e,f. Maxima were found near the −OH group and the
quinoline N atom of 7HQ. Although there are fewer Cs+

cations found near the 7HQ-OH compared to MeOH and the
HCOO− anion, the average particle density next to the
quinoline N atom is the highest among those three molecules.
Whereas Cs+ does not have an orientational preference, the
formate anion has a preferred orientation akin to its hydrogen
bonding interactions with the 7HQ-OH group. As such, a
formate anion is located in the solvent for trans-7HQ (where
the 7HQ hydroxyl O−H bond vector points away from the
7HQ aromatic ring system) or is part of a proton relay pathway
(together with methanol solvent molecules) that bridges the
quinoline N site with the OH group of cis-7HQ (where the
O−H bond vector points in the direction of the proton relay
bridge).
Knowing that both MeOH solvent and the HCOO− anion

favor hydrogen bonding with 7HQ, an interesting indication
would be if there is a probability to form specific molecular

Figure 6. Temporal characteristics of the transient absorbance at designated detection frequencies marking the kinetic behavior of N*, Z* and
HCOOD species, as described in the text, as a function of HCOO−Cs+ concentration: 7HQ in CD3OD (black curves), 0.5 M base (red curves), 1.0
M base (orange curves), 2.0 M base (green curves), 4.0 M base (purple curves). Solid curves are multiexponential fits to the experimental data
(dots).

Figure 7. Spatial distribution functions (SDFs) of trans-7HQ (a,c) or
cis-7HQ (b,d) with 2.0 M of HCOO−Cs+ (a,b) and MeOH (c,d)
around 7HQ where the red is the isosurface: Cs+ cation; blue,
OHCOO

−; yellow, HOH of MeOH; green, OOH of MeOH. Isovalues: 1.5
nm−3 for Cs; 3.0 nm−3 for formate; 25 nm−3 for O and H of MeOH.
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geometries where the HCOO− and the 7HQ-OH group are
separated by a MeOH molecule (i.e., “solvent-separated” or
“loose-reactive” complexes) or when the 7HQ-OH is directly
hydrogen bonded (i.e., “contact pairs” or “tight-reactive”
complexes) to one of the oxygen atoms of the HCOO−

anion. To investigate whether this is possible, we show in
Figure 9 the combined distribution function (CDF) of the
radial distribution function (RDF) between the hydrogen atom
of 7HQ-OH and the oxygen atom of MeOH and of the RDF
between the hydrogen of MeOH and the oxygen atoms of
HCOO− anion. We observe the highest maximum at a distance
of approximately 180 pm on both axes. The CDF peak at 180
pm for both HMeOH···O7HQ and HMeOH···OFormate means
actually a “loose” complex with MeOH closer than formate
to the 7HQ-OH group. Instead, the extended peak at 290−500
pm (and beyond) for HMeOH···O7HQ and confined to values
around 180 pm for HMeOH···OFormate has contributions from
“tight” complexes. The peak confined to values around
HMeOH···O7HQ and extended from 350−420 pm around and
HMeOH···OFormate is indicative of configurations for “loose”
configurations as well. This analysis of the CDF indicates that
both “loose-reactive” and “tight-reactive” molecular arrange-
ments are possible and correlate well with our experimental
results.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Early and Late Time Dynamics of 7HQ−Formate

Acid−Base Reaction Pairs. From our classical MD
simulations as presented in the previous section we conclude
that for high HCOO−Cs+ concentrations the formate anion
has a high likelihood to be in close proximity of the proton-
donating −OH group of 7HQ. These configurations can be
regarded as “contact” (or “tight”) acid−base reaction pairs. A
significant fraction of configurations have been identified
where a methanol molecule has been found between the
proton-donating −OH group of 7HQ and the formate anion
base, which are reminiscent of the “solvent-separated” (or
“loose”) acid−base reaction pairs. These molecular arrange-
ments occur irrespective of the orientation of the −OH group
with either the formate anion pointing in the direction of the
7HQ quinoline N site, or away from 7HQ into the bulk
solution. “Tight” and “loose” acid−base reaction pairs have
been postulated to explain the ultrafast contributions in
photoacid−base neutralization dynamics in aqueous solu-
tion.37−40 This raises the question whether such “tight” and
“loose” acid−base reaction pairs can also be observed in our
time-resolved measurements of the reaction dynamics of
7HQ−formate in dissolved methanol. In addition to that,
when comparing water and methanol as solvent, the roles
should be considered of the difference in solvent polarity, and
of the concentrations of HCOO−Cs+ used in the experiments,
being relatively high compared to that of the solvent.
Figure 10 shows the transient IR spectra of 7HQ recorded at

1 ps, 10 ps, and 1 ns, of our 7HQ stock solution, and for
solutions with HCOO−Cs+ base added to the solutions, by
using identical excitation and detection conditions. The
magnitude of the 1473 cm−1 marker mode at a particular
pulse delay time is a direct indication of the transient
population of 7HQ-N*. We observe a significant decrease of
the signal strength of this marker mode within time resolution.
This initial decrease is a direct measure for those 7HQ-N−
formate complexes that promptly react upon electronic
excitation, in a barrierless deuteron transfer reaction, much
akin to the “tight” photoacid−carboxylate complexes in

Figure 8. Average particle density of MeOH molecules (a,b),
HCOO− anion (c,d), and Cs+ cation (e,f) around a trans-7HQ
molecule (a,c,e) or cis-7HQ molecule (b,d,f) (see the color scale)
together with the average orientation of (a) the O−H bond vector of
MeOH and (b) center of mass vector of the HCOO− anion (both
indicated as arrows) in a simulation of 7HQ and 2.0 M of
HCOO−Cs+ dissolved in MeOH.

Figure 9. Combined distribution function depicting the distance
between the hydrogen atom of 7HQ-OH and the oxygen atom of
MeOH as well as the distance between the hydrogen atom of the
−OH group of MeOH and the oxygen atoms of HCOO− in a system
with a concentration of 2.0 M of HCOO−Cs+.
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aqueous solution reported before.37−40 These “tight” 7HQ-N−
formate complexes are also evident when one inspects the
frequency positions of the 7HQ-A* and formic acid marker
modes observed at these early pulse delay times. For 7HQ-A*
the marker band is initially centered around 1435 cm−1

whereas the early time component of HCOOD is located at
1697 cm−1. This shows that the “tight” 7HQ-N*−formate
acid−base reaction pair converts by an ultrafast deuteron
transfer within 0.5 ps, after which it remains in a “tight” 7HQ-
A*−HCOOD conjugate base−conjugate acid product pair at
picosecond times. Table 2 summarizes to what extent this
fraction of “tight” 7HQ-N−formate complexes becomes
significant at molar concentrations of base in CD3OD solution.

Having concluded that the femtosecond UV/IR pump−
probe spectra and the CMD simulations indicate that a major
fraction exists of “tight” 7HQ-N*−formate acid−base reaction
pairs, we now explore the possibile occurrence of “loose” 7HQ-
N*−formate acid−base reaction pairs, indeed also suggested
by the CMD simulations to occur. Besides an early decrease of
7HQ-N* with a time constant faster than the time resolution
in the experiment, the subsequent further decay of transient
population of 7HQ-N* occurs on a multitude of time

constants (with time constants ranging from the few
picoseconds to tens to hundreds of picoseconds). From the
photoinduced neutralization reactions of 8-hydroxy-pyrene-
1,3,5-trisulfonate (HPTS) and carboxylate bases in aqueous
solution it has been concluded that such “loose” HPTS−
carboxylate acid−base reaction pairs in D2O have an overall
deuteron transfer from the photoacid via the intermediate
water solvent molecule to the carboxylate base with time
constants on the order of 5−10 ps,38−40 in accordance to free
energy-reactivity correlations (also known as Marcus proton
transfer plots) for proton transfer reactions in protic
solvents.27,34,40,48,65 When considering pKa values as re-
ported66−68 or deduced for 7HQ-N* and formic acid in
deuterated methanol, we find that these free energy-reactivity
relationships27,40,65,69−72 predict deuteron transfer time con-
stants for the 7HQ-N*−formate acid−base reaction pair in
CD3OD on the order of 5 ps. Certainly, limitations in this
approach should be anticipated when assuming that the high
molar salt solutions investigated in this study obey the infinite
dilution conditions for the semiempirical approach of the free
energy-reactivity correlations using bulk solution pKa values.
Nevertheless, using this finding, we estimate that the “loose”
7HQ-N*−formate acid−base reaction pairs, reacting within 10
ps, make up a clearly smaller fraction in the (sub) molar
HCOO−Cs+ base solutions (see Table 2). As a result, the
remaining 7HQ-N* molecules we assign as “free/remote”, with
the premise, which in the high molar base solutions these will
react eventually with formate (hence “remote”), after “mutual
diffusion” between 7HQ-N* and the formate anion, that may
well, rather than a clear diffusional motion over extended
distances, involve small rearrangements of formate anion, Cs+

counterions, and the most nearby solvent molecules, to
accommodate a proton transfer on a few tens of picosecond
time scales.
Another indication for the occurrence of “loose” 7HQ-N*−

formate acid−base reaction pairs can be found in the transient
response in the CO stretching region (see Figure 5). After
the rise of a band at 1700 cm−1 within time resolution, the
transient UV/IR pump−probe spectra show that a second
band appears at 1736 cm−1 with a 15−50 ps time constant.
The observation of a two-component structure of CO
stretching modes may have different underlying origins, such as
(a) Fermi resonances, often observed for carboxylic acids; (b)
different magnitudes of frequency shifted CO stretching
mode components with varying degrees in hydrogen bonding
interactions; (c) frequency shifts imposed by electrical field
interactions of surrounding polar solvent molecules or ions.
For both (b) and (c) a frequency shift due to a change in
hydrogen bonding or (local) electrical field interactions may
affect the shape of vibrational transitions split by Fermi
resonances. Figure 11 shows how the CO stretching band of
formic acid changes upon 12C/13C or H/D isotope exchange,
and solvent medium. While formic acid forms cyclic dimers in
CCl4 and cyclohexane, in the polar solvents acetonitrile,
DMSO, methanol, and water, the FT-IR spectra are dominated
by formic acid monomers hydrogen bonded with the solvent
molecules. Fermi resonances, the coupling between a v = 0
quantum state of one vibrational mode to a v = 2 quantum
state of a second vibrational mode, typically lead to a mixing of
these two states, where an overtone v = 0 → v = 2 forbidden
transition obtains an increase in transition cross section from a
strongly allowed fundamental v = 0 → v = 1 transition, leading
to a marked splitting and reshaping of the transition bands.

Figure 10. Comparison of transient UV/IR pump−probe spectra of
7HQ in CD3OD measured at 1 ps, 10 ps, and 1 ns pulse delay times
for different HCOO−Cs+ base concentrations. Dotted lines are
reference lines denoting the frequency positions of N* (1473 cm−1),
Z* (1437 cm−1), and A* (1430 cm−1) 7HQ species.

Table 2. Fraction of Nfree, Ntight and Nloose as Derived from
the 1473 cm−1 N* Marker Mode Kinetics

concn of
HCOO−Cs+

(M)
Nfree/remote (error
margin ±0.05)

Ntight (error
margin ±0.04)

Nloose (error
margin ±0.02)

0 1
0.5 0.73 0.22 0.05
1.0 0.59 0.32 0.09
2.0 0.42 0.44 0.14
4.0 0.18 0.66 0.16
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Small frequency shifts, due to e.g., changes in hydrogen
bonding interactions, lead to marked different magnitudes of
Fermi resonance interactions and, thus, in the IR-active
spectra. However, for formic acid we find that the 12C/13C
isotope and H/D substitutions only lead to net frequency
downshifts, without substantially changing the shape of the
CO stretching peak patterns. From these observations we
conclude that Fermi resonances as such are not the main
interaction underlying the peak splitting observed for formic
acid in polar solvents. Instead, we argue that the distinct
difference in peak patterns is due to differences in hydrogen
bond interactions in these solvents, with frequency positions
governed by solvent polarities and hydrogen bond interaction
strengths, and peak intensity differences caused by a different
relative ratio in population of the hydrogen bond config-
urations. This conclusion has been noted before, where the
relative orientation of the OH to the CO bond vectors,
cis vs trans (syn vs anti) are found to differ in CO stretching
frequency on the order of 10−30 cm−1, depending on the
solvent medium,73−76 with the cis (syn) geometry being the
predominant species in deuterated acetonitrile and heavy water
(80% and 70% in these two solvents, respectively).75 On the
basis of these steady-state FT-IR and ultrafast 2D-IR
spectroscopic results, we conclude that for our measurements

the observation of a two-component structure of the CO
stretching band with a different temporal behavior is a strong
indication for two different configurations of HCOOD. The
appearance with a 15−50 ps time constant suggests the 1736
cm−1 band is due to HCOOD formed in “loose” 7HQ-N*−
formate acid−base reaction pairs, with a marked frequency
upshift clearly distinct from the HCOOD formed in “tight”
7HQ-N*−formate acid−base reaction pairs within time
resolution. Whether this frequency shift is caused by
differences in hydrogen bond interactions, in (local) electrical
field interactions of the 7HQ chromophore in the A* state, by
a differences in relative position in Cs+ and other formate ions,
or by a mere preference of cis (syn) conformations of
HCOOD would be an intriguing topic for further research. In
addition to that, the subsequent partial decay of this high-
frequency CO stretching component with a 0.5−0.6 ns time
constant similar to that of the 7HQ-A* species suggests that a
correlation may exist between the underlying mechanisms of
the decay of 7HQ-A* and of (a fraction of) 7HQ-A*−
HCOOD conjugate base−conjugate acid product pairs.
We are now in the position to distinguish different

configurations of 7HQ and formate reaction pairs. In a similar
fashion as for HCOOD, 7HQ is known to have two dominant
relative orientations of the O−H bond and C−O bond
vectors.77,78 trans-7HQ has its O−H group pointing away from
the quinoline aromatic ring system into the solvent. For cis-
7HQ the O−H group is directed toward the quinoline N site.
It has been understood that together with protic solvent
molecules 7HQ forms a proton relay pathway through which
the proton transfer process converts 7HQ-N* into its 7HQ-Z*
tautomer.43,44 Regardless of the nature of the proton transport,
either via an excess proton transfer mechanism (7HQ-N* →
7HQ-A* → 7HQ-Z*) or via a proton vacancy transfer
mechanism (7HQ-N* → 7HQ-C* → 7HQ-Z*), this proton
relay pathway does not constitute a rigid hydrogen bonded
network, but rather a solvent bridge with continuously
breaking and re-forming hydrogen bonds. The exchange
dynamics between trans-7HQ and cis-7HQ occurs on a
much faster time scale than the slowest proton transfer step
of 7HQ. Hence the effective proton transfer pathway is that of
when 7HQ is in its cis configuration, as this will be the one
where the 7HQ-N* → 7HQ-Z* tautomer conversion will be
most efficiently fully completed.
Now when formate is added as an additional base, then for

both “tight” and “loose” complexes with 7HQ formate the first
proton transfer reaction will be much faster than any
adjustment of 7HQ to the most efficient proton transfer
reaction pathway. Indeed, when formate forms a “tight”
complex with trans-7HQ-N, the resulting first proton transfer
step converts 7HQ-N* + HCOO− → 7HQ-A* + HCOOD,
with formic acid located away from the proton relay pathway.
On the time scale of our experiment (maximum pulse delay
scanning range 1 ns), it will take too much time for either
formic acid to diffuse to the quinoline N site, or upon
dissociation for the protons to follow a von Grotthuss-type
hopping pathway to the other side of 7HQ-A*. It is a likely
next step that 7HQ-A* will in itself convert into 7HQ-Z* by
proton abstraction from the methanol solvent molecule nearest
to the quinoline N site. Instead, for a “tight” complex between
formate and cis-7HQ-N, the first step will have the formic acid
as part of a possible proton relay pathway. Similar arguments
will hold for the “loose” complexes, when one solvent molecule
separates the −OH group from the formate anion. It will then

Figure 11. FT-IR spectra of the CO stretching vibration of
different isotopomers of formic acid (HCOOH, DCOOD and
H13COOH) dissolved in CCl4 (a), cyclohexane-d12 (b), acetonitrile-
d3 (c), DMSO-d6 (d), CD3OD (e), and in D2O (f). The
concentration of HCOOH and H13COOH, H13COOD, and
DCOOD is 0.3 M for all measurements.
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be not only a question of different contributions to the
observed signals, kinetics indicative of transient populations of
the different charged forms of 7HQ, i.e., 7HQ-N*, 7HQ-A*,
and 7HQ-Z*, and those of HCOOD, but also to what extent
these are directly correlated. In particular, a decay of 7HQ-N*
and a rise of 7HQ-A* and a rise of HCOOD will show a strong
correlation is the proton exchange occurs in the “tight”
complexes. This may also be the case for the “loose” complexes
provided that the sequential proton transfer steps 7HQ-N* +
CD3OD + HCOO− → 7HQ-A* + CD3OD2

+ + HCOO− →
7HQ-A* + CD3OD + HCOOD will not be too different with
their time scales. Instead, 7HQ reacting with the solvent
without any direct involvement of the formate base will be
either through the “solvent only” reaction pathway 7HQ-N*
→ 7HQ-C* → 7HQ-Z* that has been shown to be the
dominant pathway in methanol and water/methanol mixtures
or, in the case of 7HQ-A*, through the above-mentioned
methoxide generation at the quinoline N site, 7HQ-A* +
CD3OD → 7HQ-Z* + CD3O

−. In either case, the kinetics of
signals due to 7HQ-A* and 7HQ-Z* and those of HCOOD
will have a negligible degree of correlation in the temporal
behavior.
4.2. PCA-SVD Analysis of the UV/IR Pump−Probe

Spectra of the Photo-Induced 7HQ−Formate Acid−
Base Reaction. Even though proton transfer dynamics among
the different charged forms of photoexcited 7HQ, formate
anion, and the solvent methanol may appear to be inherently
of a complex nature, as is the interplay between formate anion
motions to the reactive sites of 7HQ, the hydrogen bond
dynamics of the interspersed methanol molecules, and the
different routes proton transfer steps can take, we have seen in
the previous section that particular photoacid−base reaction
pairs, denoted as “tight” and “loose”, are apparent in the kinetic
behavior of the respective vibrational marker modes. The
strong similarities of particular temporal components of these
particular vibrational marker modes point at correlated
population kinetics. We have further analyzed this aspect by
principal component analysis−singular value decomposition
(PCA-SVD) of our transient UV/IR pump−probe results. This
procedure consists of three steps.48 First the data matrix
(transient spectra) is decomposed into components by the
standard SVD routine. The resulting set of singular values is
analyzed and the number of significant components is
determined. Only components with a few singular values
clearly larger than the rest of the spectrum are retained. Based
on the number of significant components, a kinetic model is
formulated. A least-squares fitting procedure is used to
determine linear combinations of the SVD components and
the resulting decay or rise rates, corresponding to the kinetic
model.
Here we compare the results of 7HQ in CD3OD (stock

solution, no base added) with that of 7HQ with the largest
base concentration (4.0 M) in CD3OD for pulse delay times
from 1 ps to 1 ns (the latter the maximum of our delay stage).
It turns out that our time-resolved spectral data obtained on
both the stock solution and the 4.0 M formate solution have
only a few significant kinetic components. As reported before,
the stock solution has two components, one representing a
broadband featureless contribution due to multiphoton
excitation of the solvent and/or cell windows, and another
indicative of the decay of N* and rise of Z* (occurring by the
hydroxide/methoxide transfer pathway N* → C* → Z* 48).

For the 4.0 M solution we find a three component description
satisfactory (see Figure 12).

We compare the 2D SVD maps of the two (three)
components with the sum of these components and the
original data in Figure 13. The relevant components are shown
in Figure 14, with fitting curves according to the following
model.
We have used the following equations to describe the

reaction kinetics. For the stock solution, we assume for the
population decay of 7HQ-N*FREE:

= τ−A t( ) e t/ 1 (1)

and for the population rise of 7HQ-Z*FREE:

= − τ−B t( ) 1 e t/ 1 (2)

and find a time constant of τ1 = 353 ± 45 ps, in accordance
with our previously reported results.48 For our case of 7HQ
with 4.0 M HCOO−Cs+ we have used the following equations.
For the fraction of “tight” complexes, the amount of 7HQ-N*
disappearing (and accordingly 7HQ-A* getting formed) is
governed by

= τ−A t( ) e t/ 0 (3)

with τ0 < 0.2. For the fact that we analyze our transient UV/IR
pump−probe results for pulse delay times >0.5 ps we argue
that the A*TIGHT fraction is formed well within our time
resolution. For the decay of N*LOOSE (parallel with rise of
A*LOOSE and HCOODLOOSE), we use

= × + − ×τ τ− −B t r r( ) e (1 ) et t/ /1 2 (4)

Finally, for the decay of HCOODLOOSE (parallel with rise of
Z*, generated through the proton relay mechanism), we use

= −τ τ− −C t( ) e et t/ /3 1 (5)

From our fits we derive the following values for the time
constants: τ1 = 0.9 ± 0.08 ps, τ2 = 75 ± 6 ps, and τ3 = 490 ±
43 ps. We mimic here the dynamics of A*LOOSE and A*REMOTE,
with A*REMOTE reacting with formate as A*LOOSE after
diffusional reorganization dynamics, as being governed by
biexponential decaying functions. The effect of having a ratio
of A*LOOSE and A*REMOTE on the overall observed reaction
kinetics is taken into account with the ratio r. These results,
despite the rather contained number of possible reaction
pathways and possible bimolecular reaction dynamics assumed
to follow single exponential reaction kinetics, suggest that we
have grasped the essentials in the reaction kinetics of

Figure 12. Singular values plots showing the most relevant
components extracted from the transient infrared data matrices for
(a) 7HQ stock solution (0 M HCOO−Cs+) and (b) 7HQ + 4.0 M
HCOO−Cs+.
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photoexcited 7HQ and of the formate anion in CD3OD. These
will also apply for the measurements obtained with
intermediate base concentrations of (0.5−4.0 M), albeit that
a gradual shift in importance will occur from the contributions
for the fraction of N*FREE toward those originating from
N*TIGHT and N*LOOSE.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have explored the photoinduced proton transfer reactions
of 7-hydroxyquinoline (7HQ) in deuterated methanol in the
presence of cesium formate. Whereas 7HQ in CD3OD follows
the N* → C* → Z* methanolysis pathway, where the rate-
determining first step is the proton/deuteron abstraction by
7HQ-N* from the methanol solvent, adding HCOO−Cs+ at
molar concentrations makes significant amounts of 7HQ-N*

following the excess proton transfer pathway N* → A* → Z*.
Major fractions of photoexcited 7HQ-N* exhibit the character-
istics of “tight”, i.e., “contact”, and of “loose”, i.e., “solvent-
separated”, acid−base reaction pairs. For the highest base
concentrations, the remaining fraction of 7HQ-N* also follows
this N* → A* → Z* pathway. A closer inspection of the
temporal characteristics of 7HQ-N*, 7HQ-A*, 7HQ-Z*, and
HCOOD, suggests that a fraction of HCOOD is involved as
intermediate in the proton transport from the −OH group
toward the quinoline N site of 7HQ. Future AIMD simulations
may elucidate details on underlying microscopic mechanisms
and the time ordering of the individual proton transfer steps,
i.e., whether the solvent molecules being part of the proton
transport bridge mediate proton transport via an excess proton
or a proton vacancy mechanism. This could well be different

Figure 13. 2D SVD maps for (a) 7HQ stock solution (0 M HCOO−Cs+) and (b) 7HQ + 4.0 M HCOO−Cs+.

Figure 14. SVD components with corresponding fit curves for (a) 7HQ stock solution (0 M HCOO−Cs+) and (b) 7HQ + 4.0 M HCOO−Cs+.
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for a methanol solvent molecule located between the hydroxyl
7HQ-OH group and a formate anion or for a methanol
molecule located between the quinoline N site of 7HQ and a
transiently formed formic acid. Understanding the microscopic
details of proton transport through solvent molecules in direct
interaction with the negatively charged carboxylate ionic
functionalities, as well as acids with hydroxyl or protonated
amine functionalities, will be of help in the study of proton
transport through transmembrane proteins and hydrogen fuel
cells. For biological systems these involve, e.g., the side groups
of serine, tyrosine, histidine, and asparagine amino acids
forming the protein pockets around the proton channels, or for
hydrogen fuel cells, the roles of ionic Coulomb fields of
sulfonate anion or the particular superacids like sulfonic acids,
as well as the organic amine bases like imidazole.
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